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l Maintenance and repair bills are increasing year on 
year

Every lift is different, the expected life span of a lift is 
determined by passenger usage and the quality of the 
system components. A lift's longevity can be extended 
by carrying out regular maintenance. However, all 
mechanical and electric components will eventually fail. 

What are some of the signs indicating it's time to 
modernise your lift?

l The interior is out dated and in poor condition

One of our Project Managers will discuss your 
requirements and provide a no obligation assessment. 
We can provide options to replace small components of 
your current lift system through to a full replacement.

l Your lift does not comply with current building codes 
and legislation

l Your lift doesn’t stop level with the floor

Failures will create higher costs and tenant 
dissatisfaction. The solution is to modernise your lift 
before the problems become too significant.

l Your lift is often out of service

l Heavy, manual doors are difficult for some tenants to 
use

If you decide that a modernisation is required then 
contact City Lift Services. 

l The lift car is small and cramped

We have a solution for ALL lift specifications.

An important and growing part of City Lift Services is 
Altivate Action – this is our dedicated Service, 
Maintenance and Repair division. We have management 
and operational systems in place to ensure quality 
service.

About City Lift Services

Concept to Completion drives our team and every one 
of us is fully committed to a project from the first time we 
have contact with our client right through to handover 
and the ongoing after sales service. This approach 
ensures that we are able to consistently deliver high 
quality vertical transport solutions, no matter the project 
size.

Our reputation has resulted in us having a long list of 
completed projects with many repeat customers. To 
ensure complete flexibility, services are tailored to suit 
the requirements of each individual client.

City Lift Services specialises in vertical transport 
equipment. We are Perth’s largest privately owned 
provider of these products and utilise a global network 
of manufacturing facilities as well as our in-house lift 
interior manufacturing to deliver superior value for 
money.

We document new projects, carry out site visits, provide 
compliance reports and upgrade strategies.

Altivate Design

Altivate Action

Altivate Renew
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Also consider current codes, standards and legislation.

If you are concerned about the well being of your 
tenants then now is the time to modernise your 
building's lift.

A dark, cramped, unappealing, unreliable and unsafe lift 
reduces the value of your building and significantly 
decreases tenant satisfaction.

When is the right time to modernise?

The 2016 revision aligns changes to International 
standards. Also, the rights of people with disability, 
including access to premises, are recognised by State 
and Commonwealth legislation. The Commonwealth 
Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) is of particular 
relevance.

After 20 years, lift components will wear out and need 
replacing. Your ongoing maintenance and repair costs 
will continue to rise, year after year. It is likely that your lift 
will be out of service for longer periods as spare parts 
become more difficult to obtain. 

To avoid higher costs and constant frustration we 
recommend you consider replacing part or all of your 
existing equipment.

Increasing Maintenance & Repair Costs

The National Construction Code (NCC), updated in 
2016 sets out the minimum requirements of building 
design and construction throughout Australia. Australian 
Standard 1735.1 specifies the general requirements of 
lifts. 

Top 6 Reasons to Act Now...

Flexibility in Design & Personalised Service

1. Operation Failures
2. Safety Concerns
3. Age & Fatigue
4. Running Costs
5. Property Value
6. Function & Use
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No obligation assessments

If you are experiencing ongoing problems with your 
existing lift or it has an out dated interior then it is time to 
contact City Lift Services.

l Lighting

l Flooring
l Wall coverings

l Accessories

If you are considering updating the inside of your lift we 
recommend looking at our Altivate Interior brochure. It 
showcases the latest trends, including:

Within 5 days of the visit a comprehensive, no 
obligation, proposal will be submitted. Included in the 
proposal will be costs and options ranging from 
replacing elements over an extended period of time to 
an immediate full replacement.

l Ceilings

l Control panels

One of our Project Managers and a qualified Technician 
will visit you. They will discuss the situation, inspect the 
current equipment and consider your budget and time 
frame constraints.

Altivate Renew
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l In car emergency two-way communication

l Smooth, fast ride
l Modern interior

l Automatic, wide opening doors

l Lower energy use
l Laser levelled stops

l LED lighting

l More internal space

l Advanced displays

A full replacement will immediately resolve all of your 
current lift problems.

Key improvements;

FULL REPLACEMENT

l Shaft lighting

l Door replacement

Module modernisation will substantially improve the 
performance and  of your existing lift.

MODULES

Major modules are;
l Drive mechanism
l Control system

l Interior refit

Our Solutions

City Lift Services has developed a unique assessment 
tool, utilising our years of experience, to determine the 
best modernisation options for each project.

COMPONENTS

Component upgrades are the quickest and lowest cost 
option to start the modernisation process.

l Lighting
We can begin with;

l Call buttons
l Door mechanisms
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On some occasions, when a full replacement is 
undertaken, internal car space can increase by up to 
50%.

Lift technology has evolved significantly in recent times. 
New drive mechanisms and control systems allow us to 
provide a significantly bigger car in lift shafts that were 
built many years ago.

Utilising microprocessors, LED lighting and belt drives all 
contribute to an energy saving.

MORE SPACE

LESS ENERGY

A real reduction in power bills provides an offset against 
the cost of the modernisation.

FINANCING

We can provide an upgrade strategy to suit most 
budgets. This includes staging component replacement 
over years, to an immediate full replacement with City 
Lift Services providing a finance agreement.
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On Time and On Budget

Our pricing is fixed for the agreed scope of works. 
Should additional work be required the price and time 
frame is agreed before proceeding.

We also confirm that all of the old equipment has been 
removed and disposed of properly and that all work 
areas are clean and tidy.

On completion

When the work is completed our Project Manager will 
undertake the final quality inspection, including safety 
and performance checks and then arrange for a 
Worksafe certificate to be issued.

Our Project Managers meticulously plan all aspects of a 
modernisation so that people can continue to live and 
work safely during the upgrade.

Of course, there will be some out of service periods, 
however, these periods are clearly communicated to the 
building manger and we also fix progress notices near 
each lift entrance.

Any noisy work is scheduled over a few days so that 
there is minimum disturbance on any one day.

For the duration of the project our onsite technicians 
take great care to protect the surrounding surfaces and 
floor coverings.

Altivate Rise
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City Lift Services upgraded the key system components 
to provide improved reliability and safety. The work was 
scheduled over an 8 week period to ensure minimum 
disruption to the occupants. Several of the building 
tenants congratulated City Lift Services on completing a 
difficult job in a timely and professional manner.

Our scope of work;

This building had a 47 year old lift that was continually 
breaking down and out of service for long periods due 
to the lack of spare parts availability.

l Replace lift car door motors

LOCATION | 71 MOUNT STREET WEST PERTH

Increase Building Valuation

City Lift Services continues to regularly service the 
equipment to ensure ongoing faultless performance.

l Refurbish all landing doors

l Upgrade lift cabin accessories

l Replace existing hoist machine, main haulage ropes 
and governor

The new lift is more energy efficient – this assisted to 
offset the cost of the upgrade.

l Replace lift car guides 

l Replace existing control system
l Install infrared lift door light ray unit
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Old to New
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4. A two-way, hands free, telephone that provides 
instant communication to our 24/7 customer care 
centre.

Improve Apartment Value

3. Laser levelling of the car and landings prevents trip 
hazards.

Modernising your building's lift can significantly improve 
the value of your apartment. First impressions count!
The lift is one of the first things potential buyers see 
when they come to view your apartment.

A new lift interior that integrates seamlessly with a 
modern foyer sets the tone for a viewing. What 
statement does your current lift make?

Also, a modern, spacious lift that provides a safe, 
smooth and fast ride will enhance the overall experience 
of the building and your apartment.

SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS

1. Automatic car and landing doors improves 
accessibility.

2. A deluge of modern lighting safeguards entry and exit 
and also reduces the risk of unwanted behavior.
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Frequently Asked Questions

How to begin?

Why upgrade the old lift?
The three main reasons are;
l Cost – Ongoing maintenance and repair costs are 

too high
l Safety – The lift car doesn’t stop level with the 

landing, causing a trip hazard. Also, some old lifts 
don’t have a communication system

l Outages – The lift is out of order for long periods of 
time due to spare parts being hard to find

The building owner or facility manager must discuss the 
issues with the tenants. If modernisation is necessary 
then City Lift Services can provide an obligation free 
assessment of the existing equipment. An informed 
decision can then be made to proceed.

What are the options?
City Lift Services offers a range of solutions for every 
project;

l Components – Lights, displays, signaling, interiors
l Modules – Control systems, machines, doors

What Is The Cost?

Some small modernisations can be done in 2 days, 
however, a typical project will take between 2 to 4 
weeks.

We can provide an upgrade strategy to suit most 
budgets. This includes staging component replacement 
over years, to an immediate full replacement with City 
Lift Services providing a finance agreement.

How Long Will The Upgrade Take?

l Full replacement – All of the existing equipment is 
stripped out and replaced 

Our Project Managers meticulously plan all aspects of a 
modernisation so that people can continue to live and 
work safely during the upgrade.

How to move forward?
Once City Lift Services is engaged by the building 
owner we submit design drawings and a project time 
line. When our strategy has been approved we 
commence removal of the old equipment and the new 
equipment is installed.

Of course, there will be some out of service periods, 
however, these periods are clearly communicated to the 
building manger and we also fix progress notices near 
each lift entrance.

Does the building need to be vacated?

Altivate Renew
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